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President's Message
Francis Chalissery
Hello PATSA!
I hope that all of you enjoyed your Regional Conference and attained your hopes for success. But with
conclusion of the Regional Conference season comes
the start of a new chapter: the State Conference season.
As we prepare for the 40th Annual State Conference,
it is essential to remember to where this organization
started from, and the heights we have reached—but,
most importantly, we must envision the destinations
we can reach. PATSA started with a mere four chapters, and has grown to be one of the largest state delegations in the nation, earning the second-most top tens
at the most recent National Conference. As members
of this organization, we are obligated to perpetuate
this organization’s astounding growth. PA-TSA’s future is in our hands, and I accordingly challenge all of
you to ascend to your greatest potential.

results of a poll are not guaranteed to occur, but the
SOT will nonetheless make an advancement in that
direction.
To stay updated with PA-TSA’s various functions and
opportunities, be sure to subscribe to PATSA’s email
list and follow our social media accounts:
Facebook: Pennsylvania Technology Student Association
Instagram: @PennsylvaniaTSA
Twitter: @PennsylvaniaTSA

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me—or
any other State Officer—via email at president@patsa.org. Can’t wait to see you at States!

Recently, the State Officer Team began a new polling
initiative on PATSA.org. Every week, the SOT will
feature a new poll on the homepage of the website.
Francis Chalissery
With the data obtained from these polls, the SOT
2017-18 State President
hopes to gain a better understanding of what the membership seeks; we moreover will develop our projects
and proposals based on polling data. Of course, the

The History
of PA-TSA
This is the history of PATSA as recalled by Mr.
John Bratton, Executive Director of PATSA

to Atlanta, Georgia for the AIASA National Conference. Pennsylvania, along with 18 other states
became chartered members of the now AIASA,
The PA Technology Students Association
Inc. at that conference. The first national confer(PATSA) is an organization that was created in
ence of AIASA, Inc. was to be held in June of
1978 when four teachers that had Industrial Arts
Clubs at their schools, met in Harrisburg to discuss 1979.
forming a state charter with the American Industrial Arts Student Association (AIASA). It was
State Conference
formed at that time and Joey Gerz was the first
The first state conference of PA-AIASA was held
president.
in November of 1978 along with the Industrial Arts
Association of Pennsylvania (IAAP) at the John
Harris Hotel (now the Radisson) in Camp Hill, PA.
A National Organization
At that point in time, AISIA was a national organi- Five competitive events were held: CO2 Dragster,
Tech Bowl Written, Toothpick Bridge, Extemporazation that held its conference when the (AIAA)
neous Speaking, and Safety Poster.
American Industrial Arts Association (the professional teacher organization) held its conference,
usually in March each year. Since students needed The second sate conference was also held in Camp
to take school days off to attend these conferences, Hill, PA in November of 1979. The third state
AIASA decided to incorporate and have their own conference was moved from the fall to the spring
conferences in June after the school year was
to better give students a chance to get projects finover. This necessitated having states vote on the
ished. Because of the switch, no state conference
incorporation and becoming charter members at
was held in 1980, and the third state conference
the national conference. In March of 1978, PAwas held in April of 1981 at the Host Farm in LanAIASA President Joey Gerz and other members of caster, PA. The following state conferences were
the Conestoga Valley Industrial Arts Club, traveled as follows:
1982 – Carlisle

1983,1984,1985 – Holiday Inn, in Harrisburg area
1986 to Present – Seven Springs Resort in Champion, Pa
Pennsylvania hosted the 1988 National Conference
in Downingtown, and the 1998 National Conference in Pittsburgh.PAAIASA became PA-TSA following the name
change of the national organization in 1988.

Regions
To accommodate the growing number of chapters, the
state was divided into regions in the summer of 1985.
Regionals conferences were held for the first time during the 1985–1986 school year.
Historical Note
AIASA, the foundation of TSA, is the oldest student
organization dedicated exclusively to students enrolled
in technology education classes grades K-12. It actually began in 1958 under the direction of William Elrod,
an industrial arts teacher from Kansas. During the period from 1958 to 1978, the American Industrial Arts
Student Association (AIASA) was a sponsored activity
of the American Industrial Arts Association (AIAA).
The AIASA national conference was held at the same
time and location as AIAA and allowed industrial arts
students from across the nation to compete in a variety
of competitions, although not as many as TSA has today. The CO2 Dragster competition was the first and
has continued for 60 years. Another industrial arts
teacher from Kansas, Harvey Dean was instrumental
in the development of the CO2 Dragster competition.
It was the foundation of a business he later founded
known as PITSCO.

John Bratton, Executive Director of PA-TSA
Judy Hawthorn, PA-TSA Board of Directors Secretary

Introduction to LEAP
LEAP (Leadership. Education. Achievement. Personal
Growth.) is a leadership initiative adopted by National
TSA that is in addition to the The Student Leadership
Challenge – The Five Practices for Becoming an Exemplary Leader. For National TSA events, LEAP was
added to every event for the 2017 National Conference, and LEAP was added as a component to middle
school events starting this year.
There are significant differences between the middle
and high school LEAP Resumes. For one, the middle
school LEAP resumes do not have an interview portion and are more open ended. On the other hand, High
school LEAP Resumes have an interview (usually after the semifinalist portion of the event), and the resume is divided into two sections, both being completed using bullet points.

For the interview portion, the judges will usually ask
you/your team questions about the general practices of
leadership and things that are specifically listed on
your LEAP Resume. Be prepared to discuss anything
that was listed on your LEAP Resume.
Following the steps listed above and using the official
templates on the National TSA Website will ensure
that LEAP strengthens your event as a whole and allows for you to succeed in TSA.
Middle School
As listed above, middle school events do not have an
interview. The middle school is comprised of two
parts. The first section is titled The Competitive Event
Leadership Experiences where students name one of
more of the SLC Practices and describe how they were
applied to the competitive event. This section must be
typed and must be between 100-200 words.

For both levels, a LEAP Resume must be completed
for each event that a member competes in. For example, a student competing in three events must submit
The second component, the Non-Competitive Event
three separate LEAP Resumes. For a team events, only Leadership Experiences section of the LEAP Resume
one LEAP Resume is needed per team.
requires students to “name on of the SLC Practices
and describe how the practice was applied to actions/
High School
roles/responsibilities for the selected leadership activiThe High School LEAP Resume is divided into two
ty.” This section should be between 50-100 words.
sections, one being about leadership experiences relating to your event that event. In the second part of the
resume, the team/individual must list the leadership
Evaluation for the middle school LEAP resumes is
experiences that are not related to the event. There are based on “content and quality of the LEAP response.”
four categories in which to organize the second section. Students must use at least two. The categories
include Leadership Roles, Community Service/
While it might seem annoying, the LEAP addition to
Volunteer Experiences, Leadership/ Development
the competitive events, can be a rewarding experience
Training, and College/Career Planning.
where you will have the chance to display your leadership abilities and experiences throughout all of your
Examples of the leadership statements can be found on events.
the National TSA Website under LEAP Competition
Engagement. Each statement must be classified as a
Remember your LEAP Resumes for both the state and
Be, Know, or Do. Be statement is one where you denational conferences or you will be disqualified upon
fine an action. Know is the knowledge or process
submission!
needed to complete the task. Do is the action that is
taken to complete the task at hand.
Julian Ginzburg
2017-18 State Parliamentarian

Relay for Life &
Haley Morgenstern,
ACS Update
Abigail Reigner, &
Sophie Yang

As you may know, TSA has a partnership with the
American Cancer Society (ACS). The ACS's main
goal is to help prevent cancer, save lives, and diminish
suffering from disease. Each year, chapters across the
nation take part in ACS events to help raise money to
fight cancer. PA-TSA encourages your chapter to get
involved with the ACS this year.
Relay for Life:
Relay For Life is a team fundraising event lasting
from 6 to 24 hours. It's the signature fundraiser for the
ACS, and has taken place in communities around the
globe. During Relay, team members take turns walking around a track, signifying cancer never sleeps. Before the relay, each team fundraises towards their
team's fundraising goal.

ACS at States
This year at states, PA-TSA will be hosting a variety
of events that will benefit the American Cancer Society. This year, participating in any of these Special Interest Sessions (with entry fees) will benefit the ACS:
Minecraft Tournament Super Smash Brothers Tournament
Trivia Night
Tetris Competition

Besides to Special Interest Sessions, this year PA-TSA
will be holding a Miracle Minute. During Miracle Minute, which will take place during the opening ceremony, PA-TSA will be collecting as much money as
Participating in a Relay For Life event is an important we can from members...all in the span of a minute! So,
achievement to strive for this year. Relay For Life
make sure you have loose change or spare money on
brings people together to raise funds and awareness.
you during the opening ceremony!
The spirit of service is an important attitude to instill
in TSA members. Relay allows TSA chapters to serve The state officers will also be canning for a Pie In The
and raise money for the ACS, Relay is a great oppor- Face fundraiser. Make sure to stop by stag pass during
tunity for chapter members to bond and connect with the conference, and donate to an officer’s can.
their communities. Relay is also a beneficial way for
chapters to work towards state and national recogniFinally, PA-TSA is proud to present the Spirit of Sertion. (http://www.tsaweb.org/National-Servicevice Award. Like the National TSA Spirit of Service
Project)
Award, chapters can apply until the deadline (April
9th), to submit their fundraising efforts for the ACS to
PA-TSA. PA-TSA will recognize chapters that applied
Getting involved in a Relay For Life near your school who have each raised a minimum of $100. PA-TSA
is an easy process. First, find a Relay near you
will recognize participating chapters during the annual
(relay.org) and register your chapter as a team. When business meeting.
creating your team, you can also affiliate with
“Technology Student Association- Youth Affiliate”.
Then, plan and execute fundraisers as a team before
and during the event. In a few clicks, you and your
school’s chapter can be helping cancer patients across
the globe!

We're excited to announce that the Super Smash
Brothers tournament will be returning to the PATSA
State Conference for a fourth year! With this being our
second year as the conference's premier ACS fundraiser event, we plan to prove we deserve that title by creating the best tournament experience yet. For this
year’s event, we hope to have more time and resources
available, which would allow us to expand the tournament format—that means we can increase our entrant
cap and get everybody more gameplay. That also
means we may be able to offer cool side events in the
time we have after the main tournament finishes, such
as a 2v2 bracket or even a different version of Smash
depending on what’s available.
Stay tuned for an epic trailer (to be released on social
media in April) which will provide more specific info
on this event. For now though, I can say for certain
that the entry fee will be $10. Last year we tried to
charge $15 thinking we could raise more money due
to the popularity of the event, but we actually ended
up raising less money by doing that… so it’s back
down to $10!
Here’s my final note for today—as many of you
know, I graduate this year. I started this as a freshman,
and like I said it’s been four years…you guys are future engineers, you can do the math. As such, I’m

looking for some non-senior PATSA members who
would be willing help us with staffing this year’s tournament, so that we can ensure the continuation of this
awesome fundraiser and tradition. You can email me
at zmanlin@live.com if you’re interested, and if you
are just remember this isn’t an interview, I’m not
choosing people here. Both because this can be any
number of people and because I don’t feel it’s my
place to chose a “successor.” This has always been a
grassroots community effort.
Hope to see you all there, for a great time and a great
cause.
—Zachary

Writing Contest
How has TSA impacted you?
This writing contest is an opportunity to
express in writing how TSA has impacted you. While the piece does not have to
have a required maximum or minimum
number of words, for those of us who
would like a references, we would suggest about one page. You made write in
any format so long as it—at least slightly—follows this prompt. The winner’s
piece will be published on the next edition of the PA-Post. Winners will be announced through social media during the
Lyndsey Nedrow
2017-18 State Reporter

State Conference in April. To submit
your piece , email it as an attachment to
reporter@patsa.org . All pieces will be
reviewed and voted on by the Communications and Promotions Committee. This
is a chance for you to celebrate your success in this organization, and a chance
for us to celebrate the success of our
members as a whole. If you have any
questions, comments, or ideas please
feel free to email me at reporter@patsa.org

